Compositions of Music Students Given at Chapel

**World Wide News (Dorothy Sanders)**

**Geneva Conference**

The world disarmament conference, here its first fruit last week on the question of the great powers' willingness to come to an agreement on a new arms limitation, reached the midpoint last week. Although the conferences were successful in some ways, the Great Powers continued to stall and the future of the conference is uncertain. It was reported that the conference was making slow progress in its efforts to achieve a lasting peace through disarmament.

**Moods Are Varied**

The second assembly of the Student Union was opened by President Williams who announced that the Student Union had decided to hold a month-long assembly to discuss the current political situation. The assembly was attended by a large number of students who expressed their opinions on the various issues of the day.

**Oswego Normal and St. Lawrence Bowl To Ichtha**

Yavits' Men Take Northern Tip to Defeat Two of Strongest Fives

The Ichtha College basketball team hung a fine record last night in the annual Northern Five Tournament, defeated two of the strongest fives and created a sensation in the conference. St. Lawrence Normal, one of the strongest fives, was defeated 36-23. The Ichtha team scored more than three points every five minutes and was never threatened by St. Lawrence Normal. The Ichtha team went on to defeat another strong five, the Northern Normal, 33-20. The Ichtha team was led by James A. Tull, who scored 15 points and was named the Most Valuable Player of the tournament.

**Scores are Close**

The Ichtha College basketball team hung a fine record last night in the annual Northern Five Tournament, defeated two of the strongest fives and created a sensation in the conference. St. Lawrence Normal, one of the strongest fives, was defeated 36-23. The Ichtha team scored more than three points every five minutes and was never threatened by St. Lawrence Normal. The Ichtha team went on to defeat another strong five, the Northern Normal, 33-20. The Ichtha team was led by James A. Tull, who scored 15 points and was named the Most Valuable Player of the tournament.

**Hazard in Education: Under Discussion**

Hazardas which inventions and innovations have today introduced to modern teachers have been submitted to the annual conference by the New York Federation of Teachers. The conference was attended by many educators and was well received. The conference was held at the Ichtha College.

**In Sympathy**

To Davis Atkins, The Ichtha expresses its sympathy in behalf of the faculty and the students of Ithaca College.

---

**Phile Alpahans Present Program**

All Americans Mourned for Fifty-Seven Chapters of National Society of Phi Delta Kappa

The annual program of the American Music was presented by the members of Delta Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa and the local branch of the National Society of Phi Delta Kappa on Tuesday night. For many years the local chapter has presented programs of this type in honor of the American composers. This year's program was a musical tribute to the memory of the noted composer, Frédéric Chopin, who died in 1849.

**Washington Feels Concern over the Japanese Question**

The State Department was disturbed recently by unfavorable reports that the Japanese government was maintaining Japan's position that the takeover of China by Japan was justified. The State Department has been following the situation closely and has advised the Japanese government to desist from any action that might be considered an act of aggression.

**Tri-Kappa-Delta Phi Double Hosts**

Now an annual occurrence in the company with the Junior Prom, the Breakfast Room given by the Delta Phi Society and the Tri-Kappa Delta fraternity, will again be inaugurated. The Hospitality Committee has been hard at work to prepare a splendid feast.

---
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**JUST A FEW MORE WORDS FROM THE EDITOR**

We spoke truly that Danz Deborah would be a success, nay, her triumph a forgiven conclusion, and Ye Ithecan so predicted not in his soul. For very thing our prophesying goes without gain saying. The goodly drama war...
Mu Phi Epsilon Sigma Chapter

Dorothy Little is presenting the high school chorus of the Spencer High School in a short opera entitled When Washington was a Boy. The words and music of which are by John Mayors. The presentation will be given in the gymnasium, February 27, and is a part of the Washington Bicentennial program.

We wish to congratulate Walter C. Roberts on the production of his very excellent play Donald II. That Ithaca College should have the opportunity of presenting the premiere performance in its school of such a fine play brings additional value to the recent production. An interesting fact as to the authenticity of the story is that one of our members, Mrs. Lee C. Smith, is a direct descendant of DeSoto Sampson, the heroine of the opera.

On Saturday afternoon the Mu Phi Epsilon house was the setting of a bridge party given by the local sorority for the benefit of Lambda chapter.

In the contest of original compositions held by Ithaca College students, Alpha Chapter presented a composition in honor for high school chorus of the Spencer High School. This is a direct descendant of DeSoto Sampson, the heroine of the opera.

We are happy that Miss Hugger, our president, Miss Mary Cline, president of the Sophomore Class, is a direct descendant of DeSoto Sampson, the heroine of the opera. She fostered young people until very recently.

Join the MESH Parade in Pure Silk Shantmon 1.35

Because dress fashions are so simple and military district accessories are coming in for a lot of glory, Misti stocklots lead the fashion parade with these lovely, topped Shantmones waving the baton. Matin, Skimstone or Fawn brown. HOSERY – Secret Flair

Rothschild’s Army and Navy Store “The Sport Shop” “SUES” JACKETS - BLOUSES - COATS New Styles and Colors for Men and Women AT NEW LOW PRICES $9.75 to $5.95
The New Musicals are Rough and Ready!

1.95

2.95

Rough in their shiny weaves, and ready to go any place all through a bright, sunny day! You're bound to like them, and you'll find them easy to wear!